


*The Signature ‘Elegance’ offer is only available on new Signature by Metricon deposits from 03.01.19 for a limited time and is not redeemable for cash or credit at contract. Valid in Sydney Metro, NSW North and South Coast build 
regions (as defined on metricon.com.au/services/where-we-build). The Signature ‘Elegance’ offer only includes the products listed and is not valid with any other promotion. ^Air-con size, zones and outlets to be determined by 
Metricon and considers home size and design. Images contain upgrade items. Terms and conditions visit www.metricon.com.au/terms see ‘NSW – Signature Elegance’. NSW Builder’s License 174699C 20190103

With a Signature by Metricon home, you are investing in a home that raises the standards  
of quality and luxury to a level that simply re-defines modern living. 

Right now, you have the opportunity to enhance your home with even  
greater levels of comfort, courtesy of our ultra-premium elegance offer*.

Partnering with the market’s leading and most prestigious brands, your new Signature by 
Metricon home will be set off to perfection with inclusions from European kitchen appliance 

pioneers, GAGGENAU and Australia’s favourite air - Fujitsu.

Designed to further enhance your vision of a magnificent modern lifestyle you will  
enjoy the comfort and ease that you’ve dreamed of.

So can you truly improve on perfect? With Signature by Metricon, “Yes, right now, you can.”

E XCLUSI V E  O FFER*



Wall mounted installation is available upon request and will incur additional costs.

Choose between two innovative ovens

2 x 200 Series Ovens  BOP 220 or 221

Making a bold statement, these ovens are a standard 
600mm wide but are exceptional in every other way.

Choose between GAGGENAU Anthracite 
or Metallic full glass doors

9 heating methods with optional baking stone

EB 333 Oven  EB 333

A Gaggenau icon and in its third decade, this 900mm 
wide oven is still made almost entirely by hand and now 

offers more features than ever before.

Front door panel is created from a single  
sheet of 3mm stainless steel 

New TFT touch display making any dish  
even more intuitive to prepare

I N N OVAT I V E  OV ENS

Can an oven really improve the way you cook? When it’s a GAGGENAU, there’s no question. 
Apart from their immaculate looks, temperature control is incredibly rapid and precise,  

and they combine ease of use with numerous flexible cooking styles.

OR



Choose between two luxury cooktops

200 Series Gas Cooktop  VG 295

Impresses with up to 17kW on five burners, automatic 
fast ignition and electronic flame monitoring ensuring 

maximum convenience when cooking.

Stainless steel with black anodised  
aluminum control panel 

900mm wide with solid smooth-surface cast  
pan supports and brass burner rings

200 Series Flex Induction Cooktop  CI 292

This cooktop has the widest range of functions in the 
flex induction range, with four rectangular cooking 

areas and one round cooking zone. 

Intuitive Twist-Pad control with  
removable magnetic knob

900mm wide and includes cast aluminium,  
non-stick Griddle plate

LUX U RY  CO O K TO PS

Whether you prefer the traditional authenticity of gas cooking or the sleek marvel  
of an induction cooktop, GAGGENAU offers you that indefinable combination of  

good looks and technological innovation that sets them apart.

OR



Choose between two stunning rangehoods

200 Series Canopy Extractor  AC 200

Offering three power levels and an  
intensive mode ensures clean air in the kitchen in either 

air extraction or alternatively air recirculation mode. 

Stylish stainless steel and glass, 900mm wide

Air extraction / air recirculation fan concealed in 
custom furniture panel

200 Series Wall-mounted Hood  AW 240

These wall-mounted hoods are especially compact in 
design. The effective rim extraction filter with stainless 

steel lining also adds to the visual appeal.

3 electronically controlled power  
levels and 1 intensive mode

Stainless steel with control panel, 900mm wide

S T U N N I N G  R A N GEH O O DS

A required compliment for any advanced kitchen, choose from two designs to whisk away unwanted 
smells and steam at the touch of a button, protecting your air quality and the surroundings. 

OR

Image depicts wall-mounted hood with an optional charcoal filter not included in the Signature Elegance offer.



200 Series Fully Integrated Dishwasher  DF 250

Delivers clean and dry dishes in 59 minutes at a quiet 40dB with 
15 place settings. Choose from six programmes with an aqua 

sensor and two options: Power and Intensive.

Bright interior lighting and TFT display for intuitive  
handing of all functions 

Intensive cleaning in the lower basket while protecting  
glassware in the upper basket

EN ERGY  EFF I C I EN T 
D ISH WA SH ER

Be quiet. Have you heard how one of the world’s most advanced dishwashers effortlessly 
returns you crystal-clean glass and cookware with admirable A++ energy efficiency?  

Not just labour-saving, it delivers peace of mind, too.

Wall mounted installation is available upon request and will incur additional costs.



Australia’s Favourite Air®

FUJ ITSU  D UC T ED  A I R^

Discover the luxury of Fujitsu reverse cycle ducted air conditioning+ throughout your new home.  
With their combination of technology, insight and design, Fujitsu will provide the most effective and 

efficient air conditioning solution for you and ultimately enhance the value of your property.

Easy to use controllers help you get the best out of your system

Quiet, efficient and easy to maintain, offering perfect comfort

^Air-con size, zones and outlets to be determined by Metricon and considers home size and design.  
Image contains upgrade items not included in the ‘Signature Elegance’ promotion. 

Image contains upgrade items.



BU I LD  W IT H  CO N FI D EN CE

*For information on our Lifetime Structural Guarantee, visit www.metricon.com.au/terms-conditions

Building your brand new dream home is all about security. Knowing the 
job will be done right. That's why we confidently support every Metricon 
home with a lifetime structural guarantee* that's in place as long as you 

stay in your home. 
 

We can give you this industry-leading peace of mind because after 
more than 40 years of building homes for Australians, we have a quality 

control process that we consider the best in the business.

Choose with confidence!

Image contains upgrade items.
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